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Connection Admission Control for Capacity-Varying
Networks with Stochastic Capacity Change Times
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Abstract—Many connection-oriented networks, such as low
Earth orbit satellite (LEOS) systems and networks providing
multipriority service using advance reservations, have capacities
which vary over time. Connection admission control (CAC)
policies which only use current capacity information may lead to
intolerable dropping of admitted connections whenever network
capacity decreases. We present the admission limit curve (ALC)
for capacity-varying networks with random capacity change
times. We prove the ALC is a constraint limiting the conditions
under which any connection-stateless CAC policy may admit
connections and still meet dropping guarantees on an individual
connection basis. The ALC also leads to a lower bound on the
blocking performance achievable by any connection-stateless
CAC policy which provides dropping guarantees to individual
connections. In addition, we describe a CAC policy for stochastic
capacity change times which uses knowledge about future ca-
pacity changes to provide dropping guarantees on an individual
connection basis and which achieves blocking performance close
to the lower bound.

Index Terms—Call admission control, capacity-varying net-
work, communication system control, communication systems,
multi-access communication, multimedia communication, satellite
communication, traffic control (communication).

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY networks have capacities which vary over time for
many reasons. For example, consider a low Earth orbit

satellite (LEOS) system where a given geographic area is served
by a succession of beams and satellites. The capacity available
to serve the area varies over time due to the power distribution
of beams within a satellite, the reuse pattern of channels, the
number of satellites and beams visible to the area, and whether
the area is currently served by a central beam with a small foot-
print or an edge beam with a large footprint. These capacity vari-
ations in a LEOS system are cyclic, recurring as the same se-
quence of satellites complete their orbits to serve the area once
again. Due to the different interactions listed above, the peri-
odicity of the capacity variation sequence may be considerably
longer than the periodicity of a satellite’s orbit, but nonetheless
the capacity variations are periodic and thus known in advance.
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For a second example, consider a network with multiple
priority levels. High-priority connections, such as an execu-
tive videoconference, may be reserved in advance to assure
availability of network resources. The actual start time of the
connection, however, may vary somewhat from the reserved
start time. The network resources available to serve other,
lower priority users will decrease at the actual start time of the
high-priority connection, and thus constitute a future capacity
change from the perspective of these lower priority users. Many
other examples exist of networks whose capacities change with
some amount of stochastic advance knowledge.

Due to scarcity of resources such as spectrum, connection
admission control (CAC) policies are vital in a network’s ability
to guarantee quality of service (QOS) to connection-oriented
services. CAC policies protect a network from overloading by
determining whether incoming connection requests should be
accepted or rejected. As befits a subject of such importance,
CAC policies have been the subject of considerable study (see
[2]–[6] and the many references found in [1] ).

Many of these proposed CAC policies can be described
as making admission decisions by comparing the resources
required by an incoming connection request with the resources
currently available in the network. By only considering cur-
rently available resources, these policies implicitly assume
that the network’s capacity will remain constant over the time
frame of any admitted connection, that is, the network is fixed-
capacity.

In capacity-varying networks, such as the examples listed ear-
lier, a reduction in network capacity may affect connections
in progress at that time. Under a CAC policy which considers
only currently available resources, connections may be accepted
prior to the known capacity change only to be dropped once
the capacity decreases. A more intelligent CAC policy, aware
of the upcoming capacity change, might block connections in-
stead of accepting them and then dropping them. Dropping a
connection is generally considered a less desirable result than
blocking a connection request, since dropping a connection in-
volves breaching QOS guarantees made upon connection accep-
tance, guarantees which were not made in blocking the connec-
tion request.

A CAC policy for a LEOS network was proposed in [7]. This
policy assumes fixed direction satellite antennas. Consequently,
the beam footprints move with respect to earth in a continuous
fashion. In contrast, when applied to LEOS networks, our work
is applicable to satellites with dynamically steerable antennas.
With these satellites, the antennas are constantly shifted in order
to serve the same geographic region for longer periods of time
[8]. After the satellite moves out of position, the antennas are
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then swung to serve an entirely different geographic region.
Thus, the beam footprints move with respect to earth in a dis-
crete manner.

CAC policies for variable capacity networks have been pro-
posed in [9], [10], and in an advance-reservation network con-
text in [12]. However, all these policies assume deterministic
capacity change times. In this paper, we consider CAC policies
for stochastic capacity change times which still provide drop-
ping guarantees on an individual connection basis. We present a
fundamental limit, the admission limit curve (ALC), and prove
that it is applicable to the class of conforming, connection-state-
less CAC policies in a variable-capacity network. A CAC policy
is conforming if it provides dropping guarantees on an indi-
vidual connection basis, and is connection-stateless if it does not
keep track of a connection’s age. The ALC forms a boundary on
the conditions under which any conforming, connection-state-
less CAC policy may accept a connection request. As a result,
using the ALC for admission decisions results in a lower bound
on the blocking performance of any conforming CAC policy.
This paper also reviews random capacity change time (RCCT), a
conforming connection-stateless CAC policy presented in [11].
The admission curve of RCCT is compared to the ALC, and the
blocking performance of RCCT is found to be close to the lower
bound in many practical cases we studied.

II. M ODEL DESCRIPTION

Consider a multiple access network whose communication
resources are shared among a multitude of stations. The
network is connection oriented, so stations desiring to use
the network must first submit a connection request to the
network access controller. These connection requests may be
accepted or rejected. Each connection request accepted by the
controller results in the allocation of some network resources
to service the newly made connection. For a constant-bit-rate
packet-switched connection or a circuit-switched call, these
resources could include bandwidth, power, and buffer space.
For a variable-bit-rate (VBR) packet-switched connection with
guaranteed QOS, such as VBR connections in an ATM network
or certain IP flows, these resources could incorporate statis-
tical multiplexing effects through methods such as effective
bandwidth.

Consider a class of homogeneous connections subject to vari-
ations in the amount of resources available to serve the class.
The class may consist of a subset of connections, such as non-
reserving connections in a network which accepts reservations,
or may consist of all connections. To supportconnections of
this class simultaneously requires an amount of resources,
where is a monotone nondecreasing function. We also de-
fine the inverse function for a given amount of resourcesas

.
Define thecapacityof the system at a given timeas the max-

imum amount of resources available to service new and existing
connections, and thesystem sizeas the number of active con-
nections. Connection requests arrive at the system according to
a Poisson process with mean arrival rate. A CAC policy de-
cides whether a connection request is to be admitted or rejected.
Connections whose requests are rejected by the CAC policy are

said to beblockedand are lost. A CAC policy must block a
connection request if the connection’s admission would cause
the allocated resources to exceed the capacity. Holding times of
connections are independent random variables with cumulative
distribution function and mean holding time of . Ca-
pacity change times are assumed to occur sufficiently far apart
that the probability of more than one capacity decrease occur-
ring during any given connection’s lifetime is negligible.1

For a given time , define the following variables:
next capacity change time (CCT);
probability density function (PDF) of ;
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ;
inf lower limit of support of ;
sup upper limit of support of ;
system capacity at;
system capacity at , i.e., just after ;

maximum active connections at;
maximum active connections at ;

dropping probability threshold;
set of connections active at , i.e., just before;

system size at .
To decide whether a connection request arriving at a time

should be admitted or rejected, we generally need to consider
the possible future events conditioned on the admission of this
connection request at, and then determine whether this condi-
tional future will result in dropping probabilities exceeding the
threshold . Therefore, we define the following variable for a
connection request arrival time:2

the connection arriving at

If there is no connection request arrival at, then equals
. We also define the following symbols for operations:

cardinality of set , i.e., the number of elements in
set .

The case of a capacity increase at(i.e., ) is straight-
forward, since any connection admitted beforewill continue
to have adequate resources after. The interesting case is a ca-
pacity decrease at (i.e., ). If the system size at
is larger than , then the system will no longer have the re-
sources to support all the admitted connections and must drop
some. Any connection dropping is assumed to occur at,
just after the capacity change. For many applications, dropping
a connection after admission is considered much more disrup-
tive and much less desirable than blocking the connection, and
thus it is imperative to carefully regulate connection dropping.
In particular, we assume the existence of a dropping probability
threshold which forms part of the QOS guaranteed by the net-
work to every admitted connection. In other words, the network
guarantees dropping probabilities on an individual connection

1CAC policies, like any other connection-level mechanism, are most effec-
tive on events occurring on the timescale of connection holding times. Capacity
changes occurring more frequently may be more effectively controlled by lower
layers, such as physical layer mechanisms.

2Technically, if multiple connection requests arrive at the same timet, then for
a given request being considered, defineN(t) = set of admitted connections
active att, andN̂(t) = N(t)[ {the connection under admittance considera-
tion}.
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basis, just as it guarantees other common QOS parameters such
as packet loss, delay, and jitter.

A. Dropping Policies

The choice of which connections are dropped at a capacity
change time is determined by adropping policy. A dropping
policy is any set of rules, possibly probabilistic, which select

specific connections to drop out of the
connections active at . Given a set of connections , a
dropping policy induces a dropping probability distribution
on the space of all subsets of of size . From
this probability distribution, one can find for each connection
the marginal probability that connection is one
of the connections chosen to be dropped. Due to their underlying
probability space, these marginal probabilities have the property
that

(1)

For example, suppose . The last-come-
first-dropped (LCFD) policy , which drops connections in re-
verse order of acceptance, results in the marginal distributions

if connection is one of the most
recently admitted in

otherwise

The uniform random dropping (URD) policy, which assigns
each connection active at an equal dropping probability, re-
sults in marginal distributions

(2)

B. Connection Admission Control (CAC) Policies

A CAC policy is a set of rules which determine whether any
given connection request is to be admitted or blocked. In gen-
eral, this decision may depend on any past or current informa-
tion such as system size, connection ages, interarrival times, etc.
The decision may also depend on the parametersand
describing the future capacity change, the connection holding
time distribution , and the parameter determining the
dropping service guarantee. The primary goal of a CAC policy
is to meet the specified dropping criteria. Once the dropping cri-
teria have been met, the secondary goal of a CAC policy is to
maximize throughput. In the case where all connections are sta-
tistically identical, maximizing throughput is equivalent to min-
imizing connection blocking.

Given the connection holding time and CCT distributions, a
CAC policy is said to beconnection-statelessif the only data
used in its admission decisions (aside from the fact that a con-
nection request occurs) are the future capacity, the current ca-
pacity , and the system size . A connection-stateless CAC
policy/dropping policy pair is said to beconformingif
the CAC policy never admits any connection request when,
given the dropping policy , the probability of dropping that
connection, or any currently active connection, is greater than
the dropping probability threshold. A conforming pair

thus guarantees dropping probabilities on an individual connec-
tion basis, not just for the average of all connections. Given a
dropping policy , a CAC policy is said to beconforming
w.r.t. if is conforming. Finally, a CAC policy is said
to beconformingif there exists some dropping policy such
that is conforming.

To design a conforming CAC policy, one must be able to
calculate the connection dropping probability at any time.3 The
dropping probability for a particular connection will depend on
the dropping policy used. The dropping probability as calculated
at may also depend on the composition of the connections ac-
tive at , which in turn depends on admissions afterby the
CAC . Therefore, in its most general form, the dropping prob-
ability for a particular connection as calculated at a timeis

(3)
Since a CAC policy conforming w.r.t. must guarantee the

dropping probability threshold is met for all connections at any
time that a connection request is admitted, the conformity re-
quirement in order to be able to admit a connection atcan be
stated as

(4)

III. A DMISSION LIMIT CURVE (ALC)

A. Definition of ALC

Given the distributions and , and the parameters
, and , a point with is said to bead-

missibleif there exists some conforming pair such that a
connection request arriving atwith the system size can be ad-
mitted by CAC policy . Points with which
are not admissible, i.e., points such that there is no combina-
tion of dropping policy and CAC policy such that a connection
can be admitted atwith active connections without violating
the dropping probability thresholdfor at least one connection,
are said to beinadmissible. The set of all inadmissible points
is called theinadmissible region, and the set of all admissible
points is called theadmissible region.

Under a connection-stateless CAC policy, there are two pos-
sible types of connections at any time. Define a new connec-
tion request arriving atand under admittance consideration as
a Type 0 connection. Define a Type 1 connection as a previously
admitted connection that is still active at. Given the CCT ,
then define the conditional connection survival probabilities for
each connection type as

(5)

(6)

Equation (6) is the limiting forward recurrence time CDF for
the corresponding renewal point process of holding times under
steady state.

3Note that this does not imply that theimplementationof the policy must
calculate dropping probabilities.
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To find the boundary between the admissible and inadmis-
sible regions, we begin by developing for each point a
dropping policy optimized for , which minimizes

under the assumptions that a con-
nection request arrives atand . Since the objective
is to minimize only among connections in , the -op-
timal dropping policy should favor these connections over other
(future) connections.

Given a set of connections, say , any dropping
policy can be modified into a new policy that favors the
connections in by dropping them last. Policy will first
choose a set of connections in the same way thatwould
choose a set of connections to drop. This setis then checked
to see whether it contains any members of the favored set.
If it does, then policy will replace these favored connec-
tions with other connections that are not members of, if any
are available. After as many such replacements as possible are
made, the resulting group is dropped.

There may be several possible modified dropping policies for
a single original policy and a set , each differing in the
choices of favored connections to replace and nonfavored con-
nections to replace them with. For our purposes, however, such
details are not important, and so can be any of the possible
modified policies.

By noting that modifying the dropping policy does not change
the composition of and that the modification never adds a
member of into a set of connections that would have been
dropped under , the following is immediately obvious.

Lemma 1: Let be any set of connections,be any CAC
policy, be any dropping policy, and be any modification
of as described above. Then,

To determine the dropping policy for connections in , we
use the following lemma, which is easily proved by induction on

.
Lemma 2: Let be a positive integer, ,

and be positive constants with , and be a function on
subject to the following constraints:

1)
2) .

Let be the set of all such functions. Then

and this minimum is achieved by .
In accordance with Lemma 2,

is minimized when all connections in have equal
values of at . From (3), we see that

consists of the sum of products of two terms.
As a result of the different connection survival probabilities
and , the values of are different for
the Type 0 connection and the Type 1 connections. Therefore,

should counterbalance these differences with different
marginal dropping probabilities . The maximum
counterbalancing that can be performed is to set the marginal

dropping probability as calculated atof the Type 0 connection
to be 1 for all values of . Thus, in order for the
equalization to be possible, the holding time distribution must
be such that the probability as calculated atof the Type 0
connection being dropped at is greater than or equal to the
maximum probability of any Type 1 connection being dropped,
given that the Type 0 connection is always dropped first. One
can therefore show that such an equalization is realizable if
the holding time distribution satisfies the following condition,
where represents :

(7)

This condition is satisfied by all holding time distributions
with increasing failure rate (or hazard) functions (IFR), such
as the uniform, exponential, gamma-with , and half-
Gaussian distributions.4 For any distribution with a den-
sity , the failure rate function is defined as

. If is a nondecreasing function of, then the distri-
bution is said to be IFR. Depending on the parameters, the
condition (7) may also be satisfied by a holding time distribu-
tion with a decreasing failure rate function.

Assuming that (7) holds, one approach to find is to
perform an equalization term by term for different values of.
This approach results in the following marginal dropping proba-
bilities, where is the marginal dropping probability
as calculated at for a Type 1 connection active atgiven that

, , the connection is active at
, and that the Type 0 connection request is not active at;

is similar except given that the Type 0 connection
is active at ; and is similar for the Type 0 connec-
tion:

(8)

(9)

(10)

Using these precepts, we define a dropping policy
which first drops any connection admitted afterin any arbitrary

4The half-Gaussian random variable is the absolute value of a zero-mean
Gaussian random variable.
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order, e.g., reverse order of acceptance. If additional connec-
tions still need to be dropped, then a subset
of size is randomly chosen. The probability dis-
tribution for choosing this subset is such that the marginal prob-
abilities of the connections satisfy (8)–(10). The conditions of
Lemma 2 are satisfied by , and is de-
signed to fulfill the optimality requirements given in Lemmas 1
and 2 at for connections in . Noting that Lemma 1 im-
plies that all connections not in should be dropped before
any connection in is dropped, and noting that Lemma 2
implies that dropping probabilities as computed atfor connec-
tions in should be equal, and noting that both these con-
ditions are satisfied by , the following lemma can then
be proven.

Lemma 3: Let be any CAC, be any dropping policy,
and be defined as above. Suppose and a
connection request occurs at. Then

Given and any CAC , the connection dropping
probability can be computed for a connection request (Type 0)
arriving at with as

CCT occurs in given that

CCT has not occured by

connection active at given

and connection active at

connection 0 dropped given

(11)

Due to the equalization constructed into the dropping policy
, the connection dropping probability as calculated at

for Type 1 connections is equal to that of the Type 0 connec-
tion.5 This integral can be calculated analytically for a number
of holding time and CCT distributions, and can be solved nu-
merically for other distributions. In addition, it can readily be
proven that (11) is monotonically increasing with.

For each , define as the value of which min-
imizes blocking of connections at(by maximizing ) while

5But only for this specifict andn. A different point(�n; �t) would require a
different policyD (�n; �t).

satisfying the conformity criterion (4) for its optimal CAC/drop-
ping policy pair . Thus

integer

(12)

The locus of points is called the admission limit
curve (ALC). The importance of the ALC lies in the following
theorem.

Theorem 1: No conforming CAC policy may admit a con-
nection request arriving at a timeif its system size is such
that .

Proof: Suppose a connection request arrives at a time
such that the system size is and . Let be
any dropping policy. Then

where the first inequality is by Lemma 3, the equality is true for
all , the second inequality is due to monotonicity, and
the last inequality is by the definition of . Thus, in order for
the CAC policy to be conforming, it must reject the connection
request.

In other words, all points with are inadmis-
sible. By the following corollary, all other points are admissible,
and thus the ALC is the boundary of the admissible region.

Corollary 1: All points with are admissible.
Proof: Given a time , define the CAC policy as

admitting a connection request arriving at a timeiff
and . Note that, given and , all points
with have

due to the monotonicity in of (11) and the definition of .
Thus every point in which a connection request would be
admitted by will have dropping probabilities meeting the
threshold, and thus is conforming w.r.t. .

Thus the ALC acts as a fundamental boundary on all con-
forming CAC policies under all dropping policies.

B. Additional Properties of the ALC

Fig. 1 displays example ALC boundary curves for expo-
nential holding time distributions and uniform, exponential, and
two-term hyperexponential CCT distributions. Vertical axis is in
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Fig. 1. ALC boundaries.

connections, while horizontal axis is in arbitrary time units. The
parameters in this example are , and .
The mean CCT is zero, and the lower bound of the CCT distribu-
tion support is . Viewing time backward from ,
the ALC boundary curves rise rapidly, with more variable CCT
distributions leading to more conservative ALC curves but all
reaching infinity in a finite time. The various CCT distributions
have more visible effect on the ALC’s in the region , with

monotonically decreasing for the uniform, remaining con-
stant for the exponential, and increasing to a (possibly infinite)
constant for the hyperexponential CCT distribution.

Viewing time backward from, the ALC approaches infinity
at a time which is a finite distance from. It can be readily
shown that

(13)

where . The variable can be considered an
upper bound on the prior notice (with respect to the lower CCT
support limit) which must be given of a future capacity decrease
inorder tobeable to initiate theexecutionofaCACpolicy tomeet
theconnectiondroppingrequirement.Note thatmaybepositive
or negative. The boundis typically a few average holding times
long. However, advance notice of only a single average holding
time is generally sufficient for most practical capacity levels.

The ALC could be used as the basis of a CAC policy,
which admits a connection request at a timeiff

. Essentially, this policy uses the curve
as its admission boundary, unless the current system resource
restriction is lower.

The appeal of policy lies in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The expected blocking under CAC policy
is less than or equal to the expected blocking under any

conforming CAC policy.
Proof: Suppose two systems, identical except for their

CAC policies, are both fed by the same Poisson arrival process.
Let System A use the CAC policy , and System B use any
conforming CAC policy, and let and be their

respective system sizes. Assume that at time 0 both systems
begin with identical connections (or no connections). For
any arrival process, time can be divided into periods when

and periods when .
In any period with , the expected throughput

of System A will exceed the expected throughput of
System B. Since these periods always begin with both system
sizes equal, then the expected time-average blocking over these
periods is lower for System A. Since the arrival process is
Poisson, the expected blocking is also lower.

Suppose now that . If System B admits
a connection at some time, then by Theorem 1 we have

. Therefore, policy in System A will also
admit this connection. Since policy admits every connection
admitted by System B during these periods, the expected
blocking for System A is less than or equal to the expected
blocking for System B during these periods as well. Thus the
overall expected blocking for System A is less than or equal to
the expected blocking for System B for every period.

Unfortunately, policy is not conforming, as has been fur-
ther confirmed through simulation. In essence, the ALC is con-
structed through the assumption of multiple dropping policies

for different points , whereas a real system can
only use one dropping policy.6 Thus, while results in a lower
bound on connection blocking, it cannot be used to guarantee
dropping performance.

IV. RANDOM CAPACITY CHANGE TIME (RCCT) CAC POLICY

A. Definition of RCCT

Since the CAC policy based on the ALC is not conforming,
this section reviews a conforming CAC policy for increasing
failure rate (IFR) holding time distributions first presented in
[11]. The RCCT CAC policy is summarized below. Its admis-
sion curve is found to be close to the ALC, and its blocking
performance is found to be close to that attained by policyin
many practical cases we have studied.

The dropping policy assumed in development of the RCCT
CAC policy is the LCFD policy of dropping connections in
reverse order of acceptance.minimizes the amount of wasted
effort by protecting connections that have been “invested” with
greater amounts of service. As a result of this dropping policy, if
a connection is admitted at a time, then this connection’s even-
tual dropping at depends only on the behavior of connections
in the system atand is independent of the behavior of any con-
nection requests, whether admitted or not, arriving after time.
In particular, it is independent of the CAC policy after time.

Let be a connection request arriving at some time(i.e.,
a Type 0 connection at time.) Under and under any CAC
policy , since the holding time distribution is IFR, then

at occurs for connection
. Because connection dropping is performed in reverse order

of arrival, the dropping of connectiondepends only on these
three factors:

1) the distribution of the capacity change time, given that
;

6This dropping policy can treat calls differently depending on time, but it is
still only one policy.
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Fig. 2. CAC boundaries.

2) whether connection is still active at ;
3) the departure process during of the Type 1

connections.
Since connections are dropped in reverse order of acceptance,

for . For , by conditioning
on the above three factors we obtain

(14)

This integral can be calculated analytically for a number of
connection holding time and CCT distributions, and solved nu-
merically for others [11]. Define the CAC boundary curve
by

(15)

The RCCT CAC policy is then to accept a connection admission
request at a timeiff .

Fig. 2 displays example RCCT CAC boundary curves
for exponential holding times and for uniform, exponential, and
two-term hyperexponential CCT distributions. For comparison,
the corresponding ALC curves are also shown. The param-
eters in this example are , and . The
mean CCT is zero, and the lower bound of the CCT distribution
support is .

As is seen in Fig. 2, is fairly close to for , and
the two curves diverge more in the CCT support region .
Recall, however, that the values and for each time
assume that the capacity change has not yet occurred by. As
becomes larger and larger than, this assumption is less and less
likely to continue to hold, and thus the divergence of and

becomes more and more likely to end due to the occur-
rence of the capacity change. In contrast, the region, where

and are closer together, occurs in every realization,

Fig. 3. CCT dropping probabilities.

and thus plays a disproportionate role, compared to the region
, in the relative blocking performance between RCCT

and . In addition, and tend to converge closer as
becomes tighter. As a result, RCCT achieves blocking perfor-

mance reasonably close to the blocking lower limit achieved by
the nonconforming policy in many practical cases studied.

B. Simulation Results

Simulations have been performed of systems implementing
the RCCT CAC policy and, for comparison, of systems using
the nonconforming policy and using the naive “No CAC”
policy of always admitting connections up to current available
capacity. All simulations begin with a random number of active
connections determined by the stationary Erlangian distribution
of an queue. Sample results comparing dropping
probabilities are shown in Fig. 3, while blocking performance
appears in Figs. 4–6. Each data point in these graphs is the av-
erage of 1 million simulations. Dropping probabilities are ob-
tained by dividing the number of connections dropped by the
number of connections admitted during plus the number
of initial active connections at time 0. Blocking probabilities are
obtained by dividing the number of connections blocked by the
number of connection requests arriving during .

Figs. 3 and 4 use the following parameters: ,
, and . Connection holding times are exponen-

tially distributed with parameter . The CCT distribu-
tions are uniform over . Results similar to these figures
were obtained for exponential and hyperexponential distribu-
tions as well. The independent variable is the connection request
arrival rate expressed as an Erlang load. As can be seen in Fig. 3,
the dropping probability thresholdis consistently met by the
RCCT CAC policy, even at quite high offered loads. In con-
trast, the “No CAC” system only meets the dropping probability
threshold at low offered loads, and at higher loads generally
has a dropping probability exceeding the threshold by orders of
magnitudes. The CAC policy also fails to meet the dropping
probability threshold at higher offered loads, thus illustrating its
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Fig. 4. CCT blocking probabilities.

Fig. 5. Blocking probabilities versus mean CCT.

nonconformity. However, does achieve much better dropping
performance than the “No CAC” policy does.

As shown in Fig. 4, the blocking probability is low for all
three policies at low offered loads. At higher loads, blocking will
always be somewhat higher using the RCCT CAC policy than
the comparison policies. However, RCCT results in blocking
performance reasonably close to the lower blocking bound sup-
plied by the nonconforming policy while still remaining con-
forming. Although blocking under RCCT, and under any con-
forming CAC policy for that matter, is higher than blocking
without a CAC, this increased blocking is generally quite ac-
ceptable for the vastly improved dropping performance of the
RCCT CAC policy.

The influence of the CCT distribution and parameters can be
seen in Figs. 5 and 6. The mean CCT is the independent vari-
able in Fig. 5. The offered load is kept constant at 300 Erlangs
and the lower bound of the CCT support is always at 10 time
units. As can be seen, the time-average blocking probability for

Fig. 6. Blocking probabilities versus CCT standard deviation.

both and RCCT decreases as the mean CCT increases, rapidly
at first and then leveling off. Blocking under the “No CAC”
policy, as expected, remains constant regardless of the mean
CCT. Although the time-average blocking may decrease for
and RCCT as increases, this blocking is also incurred for a
longer period of time (since blocking is measured over .)
Note that there is relatively little difference in blocking under
different CCT distributions when the mean CCT is small, while
the difference becomes more apparent for larger mean CCT. We
also note that, while the RCCT policy yields blocking close to
the lower blocking bound of the ALC when the mean CCT is
small, as the mean CCT increases there is certainly some room
for future development of even better CAC policies. Fig. 5 thus
also serves to demonstrate the value of the ALC in evaluating
candidate CAC policies.

In Fig. 6, the standard deviation of the CCT distribution is
varied while the mean CCT, lower CCT support, and offered
load are all kept constant at 100 time units, 10 time units, and
200 Erlangs respectively. The CCT distribution is the two term
hyperexponential. As can be seen, blocking under RCCT and
remains nearly constant for “reasonable” variance (up to about
the same order of magnitude as the mean). Blocking then begins
to decrease for very large variances. The explanation for this
behavior is due to the fact that the only way to increase the
standard deviation while keeping both the mean and the lower
support bound constant is to increase the probability that the
CCT occurs further and further in the future. In the examples
plotted for a two term hyperexponential CCT distribution, if a
CCT does not occur fairly soon after the lower support bound
, then both the ALC and RCCT admission controllers start to

assume that the larger time constant exponential component is
more probable, and thus begin admitting more connections (see
Figs. 1 and 2.)

C. Optimality

The primary goal of any CAC policy is to meet the specified
dropping criterion, i.e., to form part of a conforming pair. By
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design, the RCCT CAC policy forms a conforming pair with
the LCFD policy . Once the dropping criterion has been met,
the next goal of a CAC policy is to maximize throughput. In
the case where all connections are statistically identical, max-
imizing throughput is equivalent to minimizing the number of
blocked connections. We prove that the RCCT CAC policy is
optimal in the following sense.

Theorem 3: Suppose the holding time distribution is IFR.
Then the expected blocking under the RCCT CAC policy is
less than or equal to the expected blocking under any connec-
tion-stateless CAC policy which is conforming w.r.t. the LCFD
dropping policy .

Proof: Suppose a connection request arrives at a time
with . Then, by definition of , no CAC

policy conforming w.r.t. could admit the connection request.
In other words, divides space into regions of points
“admissible” and “inadmissible” by the set of CAC policies
conforming w.r.t. . The rest of the proof follows similarly to
Theorem 2.

V. CONCLUSION

Several existing and emerging networks, such as LEOS, mo-
bile satellite personal communications networks, and multipri-
ority reservation networks, have capacities which vary over time
for some or all types of connections carried by these networks.
With each capacity decrease having the potential to result in
dropped connections, it is reasonable to include stochastic con-
nection dropping performance as part of the QOS guaranteed by
the network to accepted connections. It then becomes one of the
duties of the CAC policy to ensure that these connection drop-
ping guarantees are met. The naive use of existing CAC poli-
cies which make admittance decisions using only the currently
available capacity may lead to intolerable connection dropping
in capacity-varying networks, and thus novel CAC policies are
required for these networks.

In this paper, we investigate using stochastic knowledge of
future capacity changes to trade off some additional connec-
tion blocking in order to meet any desired connection drop-
ping guarantee. We present the admission limit curve (ALC)
and prove that it offers a tight constraint limiting the conditions
under which any conforming CAC policy may admit connec-
tion requests in a capacity-varying network. The ALC forms
the basis of a CAC policy which, although nonconforming, is
useful nonetheless because its blocking performance represents
a tight lower bound on the blocking performance achievable by
conforming CAC policies.

In addition, we review a CAC policy (RCCT) whose blocking
performance is nearly as good as that achieved by the ALC-
based policy in many practical cases studied, while still meeting
the dropping requirements. We verify these results through sim-
ulations. Finally, we also outline a proof that the RCCT CAC
policy is optimal in the sense that it blocks the fewest connec-
tions and thus achieves the highest throughput of any policy that
meets, on an individual connection basis, a given dropping prob-
ability threshold under the LCFD dropping policy and any ca-
pacity change time distribution.

This paper has introduced the key models and provided so-
lutions for the homogeneous class case. Future work includes
the extension of the techniques provided here to the case of
heterogeneous connection classes. Heterogeneous classes intro-
duce the additional complexity of permitting tradeoffs between
classes. For example, admitting a connection of class A may
now lead to the future blocking of a connection of the more de-
sirable class B later on. In addition, to simplify network oper-
ations and billing, network providers may only permit a small
number of service classes, with each class having specific flow
control and resource parameters, rather than permitting arbitrary
selection of these parameters for every connection. In this case,
although the underlying connections could have somewhat dif-
fering characteristics, they would all be lumped together as one
class.
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